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ONE

excerpt from

THE UNZONED GODS
It was 2015, the state of the world was fairly good. The last
large set of almost wars had ended with everyone waking up
quite a bit more to the bigger picture. Thank God, the Great
Spirit or whomever . . you thank. The whole of humanity
in the beginnings. . .
A few weeks ago I got a letter (I dreamed I received it) stating
that I was to report for a shuttle to the moon. Not sure really
what it’s all about. Hard to not go when it’s the government,
even in a dream.
This is what I remember ---
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As stated previously, it is our hope that you will want to
contribute your talents voluntarily. If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me either by phone or email. I must
inform you however, that should you miss the flight we will have
to sequester you subsequently. We would prefer not to approach
this program in this manner, so please consider this carefully
and keep in mind the potential advancements that can be made.
Plus we have to tell you it won’t be all work. There will be some
fun to be had. The moon is a very interesting place and we’d like
to know what you make of it. Once you report on August 5th
you will go through a brief briefing and then board the shuttle.
We ask that you not speak with any of the other members of
the program once on board the shuttle. This is a controlled experiment, you understand. We estimate that we will need your
presence for approximately one month, although we reserve the
right to ask for your participation long term if needed. Enclosed
is a check for $5,000 to cover any expenses that you may have
to take care of. Also you will receive $4000 a week, which
can be deposited into your bank account directly as a small
stipend for your attention to this matter. *Please bring a cancelled check so we can set this up before you depart. See the
attached information sheet for the details on your transportation to the shuttle departation location, luggage allowance,
moon rules, etc. It is our hope that you will be as excited as we
are about the possibilities of this program and the far-reaching
ramifications. I have included a brief summary of the program.
This information is classified. You will receive more information
once you board the shuttle.
Sincerely,

Thomas Lane
Thomas Lane
Secretary Special Projects Advisor
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THE UNZONED GODS
inside job

There were several of us that had been selected to come to the moon
evidently for some kind of consiousness experiment. I have to admit
I’m curious, and a bit leary. They gave me a complete synopsis on the
program including it’s history, preliminary results summary, and
several possible conclusive conclusions that could be drawn. The note
that someone somewhere had said myself and the others selected
had “shown promise” or something like that, kind of bugs me. Who
is watching? How would they know? I guess I’ll find out more when I
get there. So far so good. It will be an interesting trip to say the least.
Arriving at the moon shuttle station we are greeted by the staff.
I see everybody being lead off to their meetings when a woman
approaches me. “Good morning, I’m Karen Hutchins, I’m here
to help you get ready for the flight.” She smiles. “Let me take
one of those bags for you, come on this way, you are to
meet the senior staff of the committee for a brief briefing
before departing.”
We walk down a long hallway. There are small
windows on one side and I can see the ocean. The
feeling is airy and bright. She opens the door and
gestures me into a large sunny room. The office is
large and the far wall is a giant window looking
out over the coastline. Three people stand to
greet me.

“Hello, I’m Catherine Clark, welcome. Thank you for
participating”, an older woman in her mid 50’s steps
forward. “Please take a seat right over here. Let me
introduce you to Dr. Harold B. Gerard, Senior Founding
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member and Anthony Castanada, Director.” They both my hand.
Dr. Gerard

“I suppose your intuition is telling you a little bit about the program, Ms. Sweet. Humanity is advancing. In the past 30 years, the
connectivity of all people and things is becoming more and more evident, and luckily
more and more of us are able to tune in. We know now that dreams are not just the
mind’s meanderings, that there is more there once a certain clarity is reached. It’s like
looking through a window that is really dirty, but once it is wiped clean, there’s another
aspect to reality there. Wouldn’t you agree?”
“Yes, that seems to be true,” I said. “There’s alot going on in the dream state. That’s
part of what makes life so amazing.” I smiled.
Anthony Castanada

“You are going to the main research base on the moon. We’ve found that the moon’s
energetics offer us a deeper understanding of the psyche. ESP abilities are highlighted
there. You are the only one that actually received your invitation in a dream, so you
bring a different set of insights we’re interested in. What we want to do is really see if
the minds envisioning tools can create a better world. We think it can. You’ll find out
more about the project once you get there.”
“Wow, well, I’m interested, it all sounds good. It is going to be weird
to ride the shuttle to the moon though,” I say smiling, “kind of a once-in-a-lifetime sort

of thing, you know?”
Catherine Clark

“Don’t worry about that. I’ve been up there and it’s very similar to
an airplane flight. You’ll be fine.” She smiles. “I have a couple
questions. When you woke up after dreaming of getting the letter,
what did you think? Would you say that you were “lucid dreaming” when you got the
letter?”
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“Yes, I was lucid dreaming, I felt like I do after all my lucid dreams, that I got a message, and that it was real, as real as my waking life. Or even realer sometimes. I wasn’t
sure that I was coming today though, until I dreamt the dream again last night. How
did you send me dreams? If ideas or thoughts can be planted into people’s dreams, that
could mean trouble in the wrong hands. Right? How did you do it?” I asked looking
around.
Anthony Castanada

“Well, everyone has an energy signature, some more defined than others and when you
lucid dream you really broadcast that signal. We are aware of most lucid dreamers. It’s
not a bad thing, We aren’t out to do anything wrong, we just want to study further this
new part of reality that has been discovered. See where it can take us. We think it‘s
necessary to come to an understanding. There is a library of information on our studies
available on the moon that you will have access to when you get there.”
I had been trapped in what I call “consciousness traps” in dreams off and
on for years. They effectively stop my conscious recognition and/or conscious recall of my dreams. When caught in one, I couldn’t access the
higher skills to move and influence in the dream state. I wanted to find out
more. “Oh I see”, I said. I looked around the room to see if I could get a reading on any of them that would give me a clue that something wasn’t right
but they all seemed fine. “Well to be honest, I feel a little weird that this is going on

and is hidden from the public. I mean anything could be implanted in anyone’s dream good or bad. That could create a real mess.”
Anthony Castanada

“Ms. Sweet, let me assure you, we only have the best intentions. Our project is of the
highest order. We do apologize if you feel violated. We just had to see if anyone would
actually get the letter and follow through. And it worked!” He said happily looking
around the room. “So please work with us on this. We could use your help.” He smiled
nicely.

THE UNZONED GODS

inside job
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4-3-2-1
Earth below
us . . .
spinning
blue ball
of light
and water.
Silence in
the loudness.
I’m in a plane
full of
mystics
and
psychics, floating
through
space and time.
The captain’s voice
over
the intercom,
“Welcome to
the ride of
your life.
You will
experience
a strange
sensation
as you go
through the
time space
differential.
Don’t worry,
you get
used
to it.

THE UNZONED GODS
dream control

There is silence onboard the shuttle, everybody following the
protocol set by the experiment. Of course we could all hear
each other anyway. We keep the internal conversations to a
minimum, just for the sake of the experiment.
The shuttle lands quietly and comes to a stop. It’s an
amazing feeling to see the Earth so far away. A funny
combination of feelings comes over me. I’m sort of homesick all of a sudden. You feel exceedingly small and .. . .
disconnected. I didn’t expect to feel like this. Suddenly
some people appear at the top of a hill in front of us. From
what looks like an ancient Grecian fascade, they stream
down the hill. I stand up, as does everyone else, on impulse. Eight women walk amongst us, welcoming us with
smiles, and shaking our hands. The only way to describe
them is to say they are goddesses. They are exceedingly
cherry, pleasant, and beautifully emnate a calmness. They
are dressed in a modernized grecian style, and they seem
other-worldly to say the least. An older man appears with
what looks like an old fashioned ice-cream cart and begins
handing out a peanut flavored drink to everyone. It’s really good. I notice that he gives us the peanut drink from
one side of the container and the goddess women from
the other side. We start walking when suddenly we are all
running. The greeters have left us and we head down a dirt
road. I try to connect with a couple of the others as we
pause at the top of the hill but their eyes are glazed over
and they look like they are sleep walking. Something may
not be right here. My body seems to be going on its own
impulse. Just below us is a small strip of buildings lining the street on the right. It looks like an old village built
with modern materials. What was in that drink? The little
“town” below is completely deserted.

MORE FROM THIS CHAPTER ON PAGE 13
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if it weren’t so funny . . .
I’ll keep it short so as not to potentially bore you with the sheer
obviousness of it all.
The chaos, an organic occurance and a . . .
perhaps well utilized effect to try and distort reality. It can confuse us
to the fact that we are on the road to somewhere. Remind yourself,
stay present. Every moment. We are the holders of our own space,
no one else.
Don’t be discouraged, just focus inside for a minute and breath.
Remember the light of awarenss is yours. Claim your birthright as an
awakened being.
It’s your light to utilize not anyone else.

Love is a missing link.

LOVE
Aggrevation is not an option.
It’s a slippery road, and then
you have to climb all the
way back up again . . .
eventually. So take my word
for it, don’t waste your time.
It’s beyond the state of
aggrevation. Don’t go there.
This is new territory for us,
old ground for the ancients,
immortals, and other wise
souls who have graced this
planet. It will call on us to
give up the one thing we
haven’t wanted to, that one
piece of ourselves that hides
out and is not part of who
we really are. Let go of the
blindness. Let go of who
you aren’t.
It doesn’t suit you anymore.
It may feel a little isolating
at times, but no problem,
just remember that you are
connected. You are not
alone.
Laugh
Love
Feel
Be

It’s not hard to do.

IS

LOVE
While on a dualistic plane it is
ever so nice to keep in mind
that there is nothing black
and white or two-sided, really.
There are multiple colors
between two distinct opinions.
Sometimes keeping silence
and watching things play out
on their own is the best you
can do. Sitting in the silence,
waiting things out, way-laying
opinion, getting perspective.
Checking in on yourself.
Am I really here, now?
Don’t get all riled up and get
your feathers ruffled. It’s all so
important yeah, and also, don’t
forget . . . kind of funny. The
flow of time is not linear.
It never has been.
Your sense of humor will be one of
your greatest assets while on this
journey. Don’t forget to laugh. :)
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Our dreams can give us
valuable information. Utilize light for
protection if needed.

Light is a commodity to some.
Light is who and what we are.
Utilize your dreams to help
wake you up.
There are many dimensions to
living we are waking up to.
As the Hopi say, “we are the ones
we’ve been waiting for.”
You are beautiful. Feel that and
expand that feeling out around
you and into the world.

Gathering energy and surrounding the earth in a light
of wholeness
Surely the Earth is our ally in this if we can learn our
natural laws and apply them with love
When you fly for real
there is nothing but a sense of wonder.

FLY

Continued from Pg.6

THE UNZONED GODS

dream control

I’m going to leave this group and get a look around. There
is a really strong pull to stay, like we’re magnetized. Finally
I break the pull and start running off to the left and up
this other hill. There is a small trail along a fence that goes
along the edge of a bluff. The path curves around the bend.
There is a differentiation between the area that I’m in
and the outer landscape. We are surrounded by an
electromagnetic fence. I’ve encountered this kind of thing
before in dreams, but not in waking life. I do a couple tests
to see if I am dreaming: 1) close my eyes, then open them
(mmm nothing changes). 2) I have a small piece of paper I
wrote my friend’s cell number on in my pocket. I look at it
then look away and back again, nothing changes. Very interesting. I just can’t tell. Perhaps it is a half and half situation.
Beyond the fence it’s desert moon mountains, rocky and
grey. The feeling of absolute solitude pervades. I have that
sticky feeling of being close to some kind of consciousness
trap, so just to be on the safe side of this one, I’m getting
out of here.

THE UNZONED GODS dream control
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Far off in the landscape I see something . . . it looks like a small culde-sac of homes, a section of a housing development . . . maybe 4 or 5
homes set right against a hillside. This is really odd to have what looks
like a small middle class neighborhood planted here on the moon. What
the? A car pulls into the area and parks. Someone gets out and goes into
the house. The houses are all lit in an eery manner like organic shells,
sort of like the yellow world feeling spoke about in Carlos Castenada’s
books. They kind of glow from the inside, yellowish . . . alive?
Even though I’m not sure I’m awake or dreaming, I somehow know what
to do to get over the fence. I get closer. It buzzes in my ears like peruvian
whistling vessels, has a life of its own. I shift my frequency to match the
tone so that I can actually grab it. It feels like I am moving in slow
motion, then fast motion. There is a rushing in my ears. I’m passing
through some kind field. I feel I’m going to be frozen, then sleepy. My
feet finally hit the ground and I take off running. It is deeply quiet, like
an Alfred Hitchcock movie, all black and white. My steps make crunchy
sounds on the dry ground. I pace my breath and run as fast as I can using
a shielding effect I know (again from dreams). I run like a freak toward a
giant hill of rocks stacked up like a natural pyramid. The Earth is beautiful in the sky despite my circumstances, and the silence is overwhelming.
I just make it to the rocks and just get behind a tilted rock ledge when
some kind of spaceship (UFO) speeds towards me. I make myself invisible
(another trick that’s good to know) The vehicle circles around and pauses
in the air nearby. I freeze and still my breathing to nothing. I feel the pulse
of a frequency probe begin modulating a rhythmn looking for a pattern,
looking for my field. I push my body into the rocks and disappear. I pass
into a zen state of mind and push my aura out slightly, sending a thought
not directly, but indirectly to the vehicle about another area they might
want to check out. Finally it moves away. Just another “these are not the
clones you are looking for” moment.
I catch my breath and look out over the landscape. It is mind- blowing to
be here. I don’t know what I expected, but it wasn’t this. What is going on
here? Who sent that UFO? Suddenly, I notice a light coming from behind
me. A small trickle of light. Looking behind me through a tiny opening, I
can just make out a cave.

THE UNZONED GODS dream control

The area around the opening is a soft clay, and easily breaks away. I pull
a piece off and big sections crumble off. I pull pieces off the wall until it’s
big enough for me to get through and I squeeze through. Light streams
towards me, warm and inviting. I crawl towards it. The space opens up
into a bigger area and I can stand up and walk. There are footprints in the
dirt that look freshly made, going off towards the light. I follow them and
suddenly come out of the cave. I find myself in a meadow filled with olive
trees. A beautiful garden. I must be dreaming after all. This is the most
beautiful place I’ve ever been in. The most peaceful feeling pervades. I am
surrounded by a stillness. It “feels” like the Garden of Eden. There is a
magical feeling of goodness and completeness. I sit down under one of the
trees. I have a feeling of being at home. Everything seems alive. Quieting
my mind, I breathe and relax, momentarily put aside the situation.
I see something move behind a tree nearby to the right. There’s someone
here besides me.

“Hi.” Someone comes out from behind a tall tree. He looks alright, not
sleep walking anyway.

“Hi” We just stare at each other for a moment, reading each other.
“Did you escape from that camp over there as well?” I ask.
“Yeah, I was brought up to the moon to fix some equipment. It got a little uncomfortable, shall we say, so I got out of there.” he said. “Are you alright?”
“Yeah, thanks. This place is really beautiful compared to what’s going on over there.
Kind of freaky. What happened to you?” I asked.
“I was brought here to calibrate a meter that measures the electromagnetics of the
Earth and relates that information through a time differential relationship with the
Moon’s rotation. They tried to make me take some pill. That’s when I decided to get out
. . it just doesn’t add up. Never knew this type of thing was going on and frankly I’m
not sure what IS going on.” he says looking around. “I found a way in over there,
he pointed to the left of where I got through.”

THE UNZONED GODS dream control

“Well, I was brought up here by the government for a special project with some
sensitives and psychics. They told me it was for an experiment to benefit humanity.
I received the letter, in a dream. If you can believe that! I decided to get out of there
after they gave us some drink and everybody started running around with a glazed
look in their eyes. We just got in on the shuttle a couple hours ago. How did you get
through that electromagnetic fence?”
“Oh, with this.” He pulls out a small electronic device from his pocket. One
of my inventions. It disrupts electromagnetic fields like that fence for a short period
of time. Long enough for me to get through. Not much of a market for this on Earth
yet, but it sure came in handy today. I brought it on a whim. This and some duct
tape and you can handle just about anything,” he says kind of laughing, “You say
you received a letter in a dream to come up here?”
“Evidentally, and they said I was the only one. Although, I find that hard to believe.
I’m not totally clear that I’m not dreaming now. Some of the tools I use in dreams
seem to have an effect here and some don’t. Not sure what is going on yet either.”
“I don’t think I’m dreaming” he said with kind of a smirk. “I was brought up
here on a job.”
“Well, even coming here to the moon is pretty far out to begin with, the possibility
that we could be dreaming, is right in there as feasable. These are definately unusual
circumstances. Right? My names Genevieve, by the way.” I said, extending my
hand.

“Devon,” he says walking towards me. “My friends call me Dev.
Maybe we can figure how to get out of here together.”

THE UNZONED GODS dream control

Conversation Room

“I heard them softly talking right when I sat
down on the bench. The reality of the small
country store disappered in an instant and was
replaced by a surreal vision. Suddenly I saw in
front of me a grove of trees with pairs of people
talking together. They called it a conversation room
or something. It was a different dimension.”
—from a caller on a radio show
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VIEWpoint:
OF A linear skeptic poet
Walking Slow
It’s as if my fate is
Catching up with me
As if my shuffling
Along life’s dusty hallways
Could bring me
Back to those turnoffs
I have missed
I see a child’s face
And I wonder how I
Managed to miss
That off-ramp
I see a friend who is
Already a grandma and
Still younger than I
And I think:
Christ
I lived through the
Free love
Disco fever
Safe sex
Days
And I miraculously
Dodged the bullet
Every time
Yet many of my friends
Did not

But taking one for the
team or whatever the
me-du-jour
Of the day was
I’m the one who lives on
Without a family
Who is the best known
Loner in town
The one who now
Must walk slow
As if walking slow
Would let all my bad
decisions catch up with
me and let me make the
better Choices this time around
So I could have a happier life And
not be such a
drain on the world and my fellow
Creatures
I’m walking slow
As if there’s
nothing
Better to do

— RD Armstrong/Raindog
Word and Song Smith
www.lummoxpress.com
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Don’t underestimate the power of

FLOWER
POWER
thaaaat’s right
you heard me.

flower power
Mother Nature’s got a few tricks up her sleeve.

P.S.
Hey bees!
We still love you! So come on
back. (yeah we did say that
thing about your “buggy eyes”,
but we were only jokin’ man,
we love U guys).

Draw your own flowers on this
page and see for yourslef
Just drawing one makes you
feel better. Start to visulaize
the life you want. It’s like that
old Star Trek episode from the
original series when they go
to that planet where all their
thoughts materialize right away.
That’s what we’re dealing with
here people. So get a grip.

start to
create
what you
want to be,
what you want
to see in the
world.
20

What you are noticing is a change of energetic field -we have never been here before. Be here now. The
magnetic fields are changing. You can evolve with it, it is latent
within your DNA. This is why we came here now.

the silver sun appeared
—December 2007, Kings Beach, CA

Pluto is moving away from the Sun, but is getting warmer.
Neptune has had a 40% brightness increase. Warming or frequency
change is happening everywhere. Check it out.

Even the bees are feeling it.
<www.thedailygreen.com/environmental-news/
latest/bees-articles-47102540>

How

thick are the clouds of energy
around the solar system?
The gas is getting thicker.

Planetary
Solar Maximum may be coming.
There is an increase in solar energy hitting us
from the Sun. We are reaching the end of an age.
Mayan, Hopi, Aztec, Incas, astronomers . . . the
information is lining up from many directions.
WE can feel it.
Acension or Catastrophy?
There may be physical changes after an extended
moment of time, but we may not be in this
dimension then.
Parallel universes are blending.
Light Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time Space -1st melding 3 dimensions of time.
Note to Self:
If you enter a fairy ring, always go out
the way you came in otherwise you
travel in time. Space movement over
there = time movement here.
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the earth’s vibration like a sound wave

consciousness
December 2012ish —
some say the wavelengths may flatline for a few
seconds. It could feel like you hit a wall of energy,
and pass through it in that moment.
experience
Cosmic Consciousness.
A surge of energy from the center of the galaxy and
from the Sun is stimulating our DNA.
More light = enlightened.
The physical geometric vibration of the quantum field
can change shape with an increase in frequency. I don’t
really know how this relates, but some of you out there
do. So there you have it.
There is information coming from all around the world.
There are prophecies . . . indigenous forethoughts . . .
scientific data pointing to something, planetary processes,
many of us feel we are in the middle of it right now.

n“We are the ones we’ve been waiting for”
o
i
ss

co

mpa

–Hopi
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Freque n ci es
Good Morning 2008
2007 helped us cut the crap and power up. Did
you get that? The Full Moon 12/23/07 felt like
the slingshot around me just let go! Did you
feel that? Were you pointed in your own direction? Are you ready for blastoff? Are you support staff? Are you a Leader? Where is your
garden? Who is your family? Where does
your water come from? And what is sacred
to you? Answer these questions for yourself
TONIGHT, you’re gonna have to stand for
these things immediately and publicly in order
to keep your freedom and your health.
Big astrology for 2008! Pluto (nonconscious
evolution), Sun(lights on), Mercury (communication & thinking), Jupiter (BBBBIG) all at the
border between 27 Sagittarius (Confident Self
Expression)
and 1 Capricorn (New Systems) during the
holiday weeks of 2007. Full Moon and Mars
on the opposite side of the sky in Cancer (safe
home environments),12/23/07. This is the timing mechanism that says here we go folks. The
pivoting year starts on this full moon (feels
like a new moon and that would be a vast
understatement!) Critical mass is absolutely
necessary for us to quietly create the new paradigm by sliding through the wormhole into an
unobstructed future of healthy peaceful earth.
Both “sides” vying for the weight to tip the
scales in their favor.
As we create the new reality, its good for us to
understand what we are not creating. And just
how powerful we really are.
For a view of what we are consciously
UNCREATING ck out
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vuBo4E77ZXo
For some reason we get it when we see how
much the “other” guys want our power. Imagine
how powerful you are if someone is going to this much effort to take your power of Self away. It’s just a
rerun of Atlantis but we must choose not

to go there again in order to avoid the
unconscious rerun. Please hone your
intuition, your truth telling, and your bulls**t
barometer, you’re going to need it and you’re
going to need to get vocal, and we all need to
say NO to the inappropriate stuff.
What will you do to “own” your voice, your
power, and your country?
Do it NOW.
What a wonderful time to be alive on earth.
Pluto will be at Zero Capricorn three times this
year. Three passes over the gateway a portal/ wormhole directly into the future we
create. If we don’t use that possibility the gateway will be used by someone else. It really
needs to be us! Create the world you want this
year, consciously. Join others to make a bigger energy so all the cosmic partners on each
project can find one another. Time is calling
us out and into the reason we came here now.
First pass
(January 26-March 9,2008) few will be ready
so if you know what to do, get it out there
in January to rally the others on your team.
Second pass (April 26-June 13) more will be
consciously creating and figuring out the how
of it. Third pass (November 27 -December 24)
will let us know if we made critical mass for
the easy path or if not - what is needed will be
apparent. Hey! Give it your best shot, don’t be
polarized into having only two options, always
know the possibilities are unlimited. Creativity
is your most potent tool. OverUse it this year!
See you in the air waves. Meditate often and
blissfully. Do everything you can to honor and
restore Mother Earth. Without her nothing else
really matters! No Earth - No business! Love
freely and fully, like we’re already there.
If you need a cheerleader to light a fire
under your chair give me a call and let’s look
at your astrology chart. Time to create and do
what you came here to do and be.
Look for astrological updates at
www.chironbabies.com.

For more information contact Casey Wood
www.chironbabies.com
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t’s a soul evolution, this
conscious compassion
revolution.
There will come a point when
we cross a boundary and there
is quite possibly going to be a
warp phenomenom. A period
of non-time anywhere from
5-6 seconds, a period where
it could even grow dark in the
sky. This will all pass however,
but it might be a little weird
during those moments. It
triggers DNA evolvement.
We grow up and get all
golden- aged. Kind of like a
film negative, each frame
a different reality. Some so
close to this one you might
not be able to tell, except it
may be more harmonious and
cool. We’re passing over that
thin plastic dividing area
between the images now.
We’re warping into a different
time/space right now. We are
doing it with what kind of
image/energy we hold and
project. Every moment.
Many prophecies suggest this
is a Quantum evolution.
Our frequency shifts before
any cataclysm actually occurs
. . that’s what the really smart
peeps out there suggest. In fact,
we are already in the process

now. We are in the middle of
the shift now. We are in it now!
Other realities are intersecting
with ours.
. . . I’m just reporting the news
here, people. So go ahead and
participate in your own
spiritual evolution if you feel
like it, or just go along and
become a new model of R2D2.
I think we both know which
one you’ll choose.
The tension between the work
to nourish the physical and
work of the spiritual is
increasing. This is an
initiation period. This is the
time to do what your creative
self is calling for. Keep an even
keel of frequency. Stress is no
good. It breaks up your
cosciousness and it can take
time to clear stressful energy
from your body.
Step away from the stress.
Re-connect with yourself.
Begin Again. Moving on!

SOUL

EVOLUTION

You are beautiful!
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